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Abstract

We study the effect of human circulation and host/vector heterogeneities on the onset of
epidemics of arboviruses. From a meta-population dynamics based on the classical Bailey-
Dietz model, we derive a multi-group model under three assumptions: (i) fast host sojourn
time-scale; (ii) mosquitoes do not move; (iii) time homogeneity and strong connectivity of
human circulation. Within this modelling framework, three different kinds of R0 appear: (i)
the “true” or “global” R0—derived from the corresponding next generation matrix; (ii) the
uniform R0—obtained if the patches are taken homogeneous; (iii) the local R0s—obtained
if the patches are disconnected. We show that there is relevant epidemiological information
associated to all of them. In particular, they can be used to understand the effects of changing
the circulation on the value of the global R0. We also present additional results on the effects
on R0 of different vector control policies, and a simulation with data from the city of Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil.
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1 Introduction

Arboviruses are becoming increasingly widespread in a growing number of countries [Gubler, 2002,
Liang et al., 2015]. While such a fast growth is likely to have many causes, the increasingly
expansion of the associated vectors habitat’s is certainly an important one—e.g. Lambrechts
et al. [2010]. Indeed, two of the main and most effective vectors for such diseases, namely Aedes
albopictus (the tiger mosquito) and Aedes aegypti (the yellow fever mosquito), are spreading well
beyond tropical areas [Bhatt et al., 2013, Kraemer et al., 2015]. The consequences of this expansions
is already evident: The south of Europe (Italy and southern France) has already documented cases
of chikungunya [CDC, 2016], and in the US there is a growing number of dengue cases reported
[Añez and Rios, 2013], and Zika is becoming a widespread concern[Samarasekera and Triunfol,
2016].

In large urban areas, the main vector for these arboviruses, Aedes aegypti, has a number of
particular features: it is anthropophilic, lives only on urban or semi-urban areas, and it typically
disperses no more than 500 meters from its birth place—cf. Honorio et al. [2003]. On the other
hand, the existence of large urban transportation networks allow for long host movements. Thus,
hosts can infect or become infected in regions that are geographically apart from their residence
area, and circulation patters should play a major role in the disease dynamics. Such importance
seems to be first pointed out by Adams and Kapan [2009], Cosner et al. [2009], Stoddard et al.
[2009] in somewhat different contexts. Nevertheless, it seems apparent that this circulation effect
will increase the population heterogeneity, and this typically favours epidemics [Dushoff and Levin,
1995, Hasibeder and Dye, 1988, Smith et al., 2004].

The study of multi-group models of epidemics dynamics can be traced back at least to the work
of Lajmanovich and Yorke [1976], and subsequently in Nold [1980] and Hethcote and Yorke [1984].
Additional modelling work is subdivided populations can be found in Adler [1992], Andreasen and
Christiansen [1989], Dushoff and Levin [1995], Hasibeder and Dye [1988] and also in the general
analysis by Diekmann et al. [1990] formulated in terms of a continuous model. For meta-population
models early analytical work can be traced back at least to the work of Arino and van den Driessche
[2003].

The recognition of the importance of host movement and population heterogeneities lead to
an increasing interest in the modelling literature for multi-group and meta-population models,
and this has driven much recent work aiming to assess the impact of spatial heterogeneities and
circulation patterns [Arino et al., 2012, Bichara et al., 2015, Bowong et al., 2013, Gatto et al.,
2012, Padmanabha et al., 2012, Stoddard et al., 2013, Teurlai et al., 2012, Xiao and Zou, 2014].
Theoretical reviews on multi-group and meta-population models can de found in Thieme [2003]
and in Arino [2009], respectively.

Most of earlier work seems to have focused on an specific framework, i.e. either on meta-
population or multi-group models. The latter might be thought as a fast sojourn limit of the
former—e.g. Adams and Kapan [2009]. Nevertheless a systematic study of such asymptotic limit
seems to be lacking. The aim of this work is three-fold: (i) to provide a systematic derivation
of a multi-group model in the fast-sojourn limit such that the multi-group model parameters are
obtained in terms of the parametrisation used in the meta-population model; (ii) understand how
different degrees of heterogeneity impact on the disease dynamics; (iii) illustrate how such model
can be parametrised with available data.
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2 Methods

The aim of this session is to present a consistent derivation of a multi-group model for urban
environments. We begin by taking a detailed Lagrangian view for describing the disease dynamics.
The urban environment will be denoted the City, and we assume that it is naturally divided into
n patches—which can be thought as districts and suburbs. The key assumptions in the model are
as follows:

1. Each host individual is registered in some patch i, and we assume that individuals do not
change their registered domiciles. Hence the total population that is registered in patch i,
namely Nh

i , changes only as the result of birth and death. Further, there is no outward or
inward flow—i.e. the outskirts are included in the city, and visitors are not accounted for.

2. The commuting time-scale within the city is fast when compared to either the demographic
or epidemiological time-scales. The ratio of the latter time-scales to the former will denoted
by the positive parameter ε � 1. The commuting dynamics is also assumed to be time
homogeneous.

3. Mosquitoes do not move.

4. In each patch, the disease dynamics is given by a Bailey-Dietz model, namely consists of two
sub-models: SIR for hosts and SI for vectors [Bailey, 1975, Dietz, 1975].

Remark 2.1. We now comment on the assumptions above:

1. While this seems to be a simplifying assumption, we are not aware of any available data
that could be used to model domicile registration dynamics. Moreover, disease notifications
usually take domiciles for registration.

2. In large cities, a significant fraction of the population commutes daily—sometime through long
distances. The typical average time for commuting ranges from 25 minutes to 50 minutes
[Pereira and Schwanen, 2015], which is faster than the time-scales of both human, mosquito
and disease dynamics. See Rocha et al. [2013], Souza [2014] for a discussion of the different
time-scales and possible fast-slow scalings in arboviruses models. The assumption of time
homogeneity is a simplification.

3. Most of urban mosquitoes—as is the case of Aedes aegypti are lazy flyers, and usually do
not fly more than 500 meters away from the place they were born [Maciel-de Freitas and
Lourenço-de Oliveira, 2009].

4. The Bailey-Dietz model has been extensively used to describe dengue dynamics [Esteva and
Vargas, 1998, Nishiura, 2006], and it is the simplest model for such dynamics.

Let Nh
ij(t) be the number of individuals registered in patch i that are in patch j at time t.

These Nij are further subdivided in susceptible, infected and recovered, Shij, I
h
ij, R

h
ij. Thus, we

have the following aggregation relations:

Shi =
n∑
j=1

Shij, Ihi =
n∑
j=1

Ihij, Rh
i =

n∑
j=1

Rh
ij and Nh

i = Shi + Ihi +Rh
i . (1)
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The total population is Nh(t) =
∑n

i=1N
h
i (t). Recalling that mosquitoes do not move from the

residence patch, let us denote by N v the total mosquito population, which is also divided into patch
populations N v

i , i = 1, . . . , n. Analogously, this population of N v
i mosquitoes is further subdivided

in Svi and Ivi . Under the assumptions discussed above, we are led to consider the following model
with 3n2 + 2n equations:

Ṡhij = µhi
(
F h
ij − Shij

)
− βhij

Shij∑n
k=1N

h
kj + Aj

Ivj + ε−1
n∑
k=1

M i
jkS

h
ik

İhij = βhij
Shij∑n

k=1N
h
kj + Aj

Ivj − (µhi + γi)I
h
ij + ε−1

n∑
k=1

M i
jkI

h
ik

Ṙh
ij = γIhij − µhiRh

ij + ε−1
n∑
k=1

M i
jkR

h
ik (2)

Ṡvi = µvi (F v
i − Svi )− Svi

n∑
k=1

βvki
Ihki∑n

l=1N
h
li + Ai

İvi = Svi

n∑
k=1

βvki
Ihki∑n

l=1N
h
li + Ai

− µvi Ivi .

System (2) is a Bailey-Dietz model for the population registered in i, which is visiting patch j
and with fast migration. The meaning of the remaining parameters is given in Table 1. Similar
systems have been considered before for direct transmission diseases [Adams and Kapan, 2009,
Arino and van den Driessche, 2003, Cosner et al., 2009].

Parameters Meaning

µhi Death rate for host in patch i
µvi Death rate for mosquitoes in patch i
F h
ij Carrying capacity associated to individuals

registered in patch i which frequently visit
patch j

F v
i Carrying capacity of mosquitoes in patch i
βhij Infectivity rates of host registered in i visit-

ing j
Ai Alternative blood sources in patch i
γi Recovering rate of host in patch i
βvij Infectivity rates of vector in patch j interact-

ing with host from vector i
M i

jk Migration rates matrix for host registered in
patch i

Table 1: Parameters in System (2) and their respective meaning. All rates are per-day. The
remaining parameters are non-dimensional.

The carrying capacity for the hosts in patch i is F h
i =

∑n
j=1 F

h
ij.

Since the host population does not change their registered patch, the migration matrices M i
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must satisfy the following conditions:

M i
jk ≥ 0, j 6= k, M i

jj ≤ 0, and 1TM i = 0, (3)

where 1 = (1, · · · , 1)T , and the superscript T denotes transpose.

Remark 2.2. Under the assumptions made, the equations for aggregated quantities—Nh
i , Shi , and

Ihi —do not involve fast dynamic terms.

We now want to take advantage of the fast migration assumption to simplify System 2. In this
vein, we will perform a multi-scaling reduction by assuming that the time scale t of demographic
and disease interactions are of order one or slower when compared to the fast time scale t/ε of
human movement.

For the ensuing analysis it is convenient to rewrite System (2) using the variables Nh
ij and N v

i

as follows:

Ṅh
ij = µhi (F

h
ij −Nh

ij) + ε−1
n∑
k=1

M i
jkN

h
ik

Ṅ v
i = µvi (F

v
i −N v

i )

Ṡhij = µhi
(
F h
ij − Shij

)
− βhij

Shij∑n
k=1N

h
kj + Aj

Ivj + ε−1
n∑
k=1

M i
jkS

h
ik (4)

İhij = βij
Shij∑n

k=1N
h
kj + Aj

Ivj − (µhi + γi)I
h
ij + ε−1

n∑
k=1

M i
jkI

h
ik

İvi = (N v
i − Ivi )

n∑
k=1

βvki
Ihki∑n

l=1N
h
li + Ai

− µvi Ivi .

Recall that the null-space of M i has dimension at least one. It turns out that the simplicity
of the reduced system will depend on the long-term behaviour of the fast migration dynamics.
In order to obtain the simplest reduced system, we shall assume strong connectivity of the La-
grangian population dynamics in the urban environment. More precisely, we will add the following
assumption:

Hypothesis 2.1. Let σ(M i) denote the spectrum of M i. We will assume that

σ(M i) ⊂ C− ∪ {0}, i = 1, . . . , n,

where C− = {z ∈ C | <(z) < 0} . We will also assume that zero is a simple eigenvalue for each
M i, i.e., that it has multiplicity one.

Remark 2.3. We observe that the strictly necessary assumption to derive a multi-group model
using time-scale separation is

σ(M i) ⊂ C− ∪ {iR} and σ(M i) ∩ {0} 6= ∅, i = 1, . . . , n,

with zero not being a defective eigenvalue.
Regarding the assumptions in Hypothesis 2.1, we observe that

1. The absence of pure imaginary eigenvalues eliminates the need of homogenising the urban
dynamics. This is a simplifying assumption.
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2. The simplicity of the zero eigenvalue of M i is equivalent to strong connectivity of the La-
grangian dynamics of the population registered at patch i. For daily commuting networks this
is a reasonable assumption, and it is satisfied if all commuters registered in patch i depart
from and return to patch i.

In order to obtain a multi-scaling reduction, we introduce the fast time variable ετ = t, and
perform an asymptotic expansion using the method of multiple scales. For the dynamics of hosts
we write the following composite asymptotic expansion:

Nh
ij(t) = Ñh

ij(τ) + N̂h
ij(t) +O (ε)

Shij(t) = S̃hij(τ) + Ŝhij(t) +O (ε)

Ih(t)ij = Ĩhij(τ) + Îhij(t) +O (ε) .

Let Vi denote the null-space of M i. Given an initial condition Shij(0) and Ihij(0) we write

Shij(0) = S̃hij(0) + Ŝhij(0), Ih(0) = Ĩhij(0) + Îhij(0) (5)

where Ŝhi• ∈ Vi, and S̃hi• ∈ V ⊥i , and likewise for Ihi (0)—and hence of Nh
i (0). The tilde variables

obey the following equations in the fast time variable τ :

d

dτ
Ñh

ij =
n∑
k=1

M i
jkÑ

h
ik,

d

dτ
S̃hij =

n∑
k=1

M i
jkS̃

h
ik,

d

dτ
Ĩhij =

n∑
k=1

M i
jkĨ

h
ik.

Remark 2.4. All systems above are instances of the following system:

d

dτ
X(i)(τ) = M iX(i)

with solution given by
X(i)(τ) = exp(τM i)X(i)(0).

In addition, the conditions in (3) ensure that M i is a Metzler matrix, and hence exp(τM i) is
a non-negative matrix [Berman and Plemmons, 1979]. Also, since 1TM i = 0T , we have that
1T exp(τM i) = 1T , and therefore it is a stochastic matrix—cf. Norris [1997].

In view of Hypothesis 2.1, we have that there exists a matrix Ci such that limτ→∞ exp(τM i) =
Ci [Teschl, 2012], which is then stochastic. Moreover, σ(Ci) = {0, 1}, with multiplicities n − 1
and 1, respectively. Therefore Ci is a rank one matrix, i.e, we have—cf. Horn and Johnson
[1990]—that

Ci = ci1
T ,with ci = (ci1, . . . , cin)T , cij ≥ 0,

n∑
j=1

cij = 1. (6)

Thus, from the matrices Ci we obtain the circulation matrix c, that is a stochastic matrix.
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In view of the preceding, we obtain

lim
τ→∞

(
Ñh(τ), S̃h(τ), Ĩh(τ)

)
= 0.

and that

N̂h
ij =

n∑
k=1

Ci
jkÑ

h
ik

Ŝhij =
n∑
k=1

Ci
jkS̃

h
ik

Îhij =
n∑
k=1

Ci
jkĨ

h
ik,

(7)

since ?̂hi· ∈ V i, ? = N,S, I.
We now abuse language and drop the hat symbols, and consider the aggregated variables in

order to obtain the following system in slow time variable t:

Ṅh
i = µhi (F

h
i −Nh

i )

Ṅ v
i = µvi (F

v
i −N v

i )

Ṡhi = µhi
(
F h
i − Shi

)
−

n∑
j=1

βhij
Shij∑n

k=1N
h
kj + Aj

Ivj (8)

İhi =
n∑
j=1

βhij
Shij∑n

k=1N
h
kj + Aj

Ivj − (µhi + γi)I
h
ij

İvi =
n∑
j=1

βvji
Ihji∑n

k=1N
h
ki + Ai

(N v
i − Ivi )− µvi Ivi

supplemented by algebraic conditions given by (7) (with hats dropped). Notice that System (8) is
not entirely written in terms of the aggregate variables for each registration patch i. In order to
achieve this goal, we use the algebraic conditions above, and the circulation matrix c described in
Remark 2.4 to obtain that:

Shij =
n∑
k=1

Ci
jkS

h
ik =

n∑
k=1

cijS
h
ik = cij

n∑
k=1

Shik = cijS
h
i .

Analogously
Ihij = cijI

h
i and Nh

ij = cijN
h
i .

Notice that the last constraint yields also a compatibility condition for the host carrying capacities,
namely, they must satisfy:

F h
ij = cijF

h
i . (9)

Remark 2.5. In practical applications, the information that is typically available are the carrying
capacities of the patches, namely Fi. The parameters Fij are then given as a fraction of Fi, and a
very natural choice for such a fraction is the average proportion of individuals registered in patch
i that usually visit patch j. This leads to Equation (9).
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We now combine all these results in order to arrive at the following fully aggregated system:

Ṅh
i = µhi (F

h
i −Nh

i )

Ṅ v
i = µvi (F

v
i −N v

i )

Ṡhi = µhi
(
F h
i − Shi

)
− Shi

n∑
j=1

βhijcij
Ivj∑n

k=1 ckjN
h
k + Aj

(10)

İhi = Shi

n∑
j=1

βhijcij
Ivj∑n

k=1 ckjN
h
k + Aj

− (µhi + γi)I
h
i

İvi =
n∑
k=1

βvkicki
Ihk∑n

l=1 cliN
h
l + Ai

(N v
i − Ivi )− µvi Ivi

We now want to write System (10) in matrix form, and will need to introduce some notation:
given a vector u ∈ Rn, we will write diag(u) for the diagonal n × n matrix, whose main diagonal
is u; given two matrices with the same dimensions, M1 and M2, we will write M1 ◦M2 for the
Hadamard product of M1 and M2—the entrywise product.

Also, we let
C = (cij), Bh = (βhij), Bv = (βvij).

Then we may rewrite System (10) as

Ṅh = diag(µh)(F h −Nh)

Ṅ v = diag(µv)(F v −N v)

Ṡh = diag(µh)(F h − Sh)− diag(Sh)(Bh ◦ C)diag−1(CTNh + A)Iv (11)

İh = diag(Sh)(Bh ◦ C)diag−1(CTNh + A)Iv − diag(µh + γ)Ih

İv = diag(N v − Iv)diag−1(CTNh + A)(Bv ◦ C)T Ih − diag(µv)Iv

Several variants of System 10 have been considered before—e.g. Adams and Kapan [2009], Alvim
et al. [2013].

3 Theory and Computations

3.1 Preliminaries

System (11) is a special case of a class of models studied in Iggidr et al. [2016], provided we make
some assumptions: Bh, Bv are positive matrices; CTu + A is a positive vector, whenever u is
a positive vector. The latter is a non-zero mosquito blood source (either human or alternative)
assumption, and it is satisfied, for instance, if C is irreducible or has positive diagonal—however,
these are not necessary conditions.

Following Iggidr et al. [2016], we denote the graph associated to a matrix M by Γ(M), and we
introduce the host-vector contact network as Γ(M), where M is given by

M =

(
0 Bh ◦ C

(Bv ◦ C)T 0

)
.
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Notice that, since Bh an Bv are positive, we have that Γ(M) is the same as Γ(M0), with

M0 =

(
0 C
CT 0

)
.

If M is irreducible then a whole class of multi-group SIR-SI models, which includes System 10,
satisfies what is known as the sharp threshold property—as defined in Shuai and van den Driessche
[2013]. Namely, we have that

1. For all parameters there is always a feasible equilibrium with null infected hosts and vectors—
the so called disease free equilibrium (DFE).

2. If R0 ≤ 1 then the only feasible equilibrium is the DFE, and it is globally asymptotically
stable.

3. If R0 > 1 then there is also an unique endemic equilibrium (EE), and it is globally asymp-
totically stable for initial conditions with non-vanishing infected hosts or vectors.

For a proof of these results see Iggidr et al. [2016].

Remark 3.1. As observed in Iggidr et al. [2016, Remark 2.3], the irreducibility of C is neither
necessary nor sufficient for the irreducibility of M (or equivalently of M0). Indeed, M0 is irre-
ducible if, and only if, both CCT and CTC are irreducible and if the interior of the non-negative
orthant in Rn is invariant through C—cf. Iggidr et al. [2016, Proposition 2.1].

3.2 Basic reproduction ratio—R0

Following Diekmann et al. [1990], van den Driessche and Watmough [2002], we observe that the
next-generation matrix for System (10) is

N =

(
0 N12

N21 0

)
with

N12 = diag(µh + γ)−1diag(F h)(Bh ◦ C)diag(CTF h + A)−1,

and
N21 = diag(µv)−1diag(F v)diag(CTF h + A)−1(Bv ◦ C)T .

In this framework, the spectral radius of N yields the basic reproduction rate, namely:

R0 = ρ(N ).

In what follows, we are interested in study the behaviour of R0 with respect to the different
heterogeneities present in this model. In this vein, we introduce

N̄ = 1TCTF h = 1TF h, V̄ = 1TF v and ā = 1TA

for the total host, vector populations and the total alternative blood sources, respectively. We also
introduce the average values of the different parameters

µh =
1

n
1Tµh, µv =

1

n
1Tµv, and γh =

1

n
1Tγ.

9



With this notation, we introduce the heterogeneity parameter vectors:

diag(µh + γ) = (µh + γh)diag(ω̂), diag(µv) = µvdiag(µ̂v), diag(CTF h + A) =
N̄ + ā

n
diag(ζ̂),

the host and vector densities

diag(F h) =
N̄

n
diag(F̂ h), diag(F v) =

V̄

n
diag(F̂ v),

and the infectivities heterogeneity matrices

Bh = bβhB̂, Bv = bβvB̂, (12)

where b is the average number of bites per mosquito, per day, and βh and βv are representative
values of the host and vector infectivities. Notice that in Equation 12 we are assuming that
infectivities can be different for host and vector, but that inhomogeneities are the same. This
seems a reasonable assumption, if one takes the view that B̂ is, as a matter of fact, modulating
the biting behaviour of mosquitoes in different host-vector encounters.

We now give a convenient alternative expression for R0:

Theorem 3.1. Let

R̃0 =

[
b2βhβv

(µh + γh)µv

N̄

N̄ + ā

V̄

N̄ + ā

]1/2
(13)

be the basic reproduction ration for the single-patch model associated to System 10, and let

L = diag(ω̂)−1/2diag(F̂ h)1/2(B̂ ◦ C)diag(µ̂v)−1/2diag(F̂ v)1/2diag(ζ̂)−1, (14)

Then
R0 = R̃0σ1(L), (15)

where σ1(L) denotes the largest singular value of L.

Proof. Let

P =

(
P1 0
0 P2

)
P1 = (bβh)

−1/2diag(µh + γ)1/2diag(F h)−1/2

P2 = (bβv)
−1/2diag(µv)1/2diag(F v)−1/2

Then P is non-singular and a direct calculation shows that

PNP−1 = R̃0

(
0 L
LT 0

)
,

from which the result follows.

Remark 3.2. Notice that Equation (15) expresses R0 as product of the single-patch R̃0—which can
be seen as a uniform R0, i.e., the R0 that would be obtained if we disregard all heterogeneities—
and a heterogeneous correction factor giving by the largest singular value of L given. The matrix L
encodes, as far as the basic reproduction ratio R0 is concerned, all the heterogeneities of the model:
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ω̂ non-uniformity in human biology concerning both longevity and recovering capabilities;

µ̂v non-uniformity in vector biology concerning longevity;

B̂ interaction of origin-destiny patches in the local infectivity;

F̂ h non-uniformity of human occupation of the City;

F̂ v non-uniformity of vector occupation of the region;

ζ̂ non-uniformity in the distribution of mean effective sources of blood meals;

C circulation matrix.

Remark 3.3. We point out that, if a particular feature is homogeneous, the corresponding hatted
vector will be 1, and an uniform B̂ will be given by 1 ⊗ 1. In this framework, different levels of
modelling detail can be contemplated:

Fully Detailed This requires full description of human and mosquitoes biological parameters (in-
cluding the recovering rate) in all patches, epidemiological infectivity parameters, host and
vector density occupation, mean blood source distribution, and circulation pattern.

Biologically Homogeneous (BH) In the absence of further information, one might use litera-
ture values for the host and vector biological parameters. In this case, we have ω̂ = µ̂v = 1.

Epidemiologically and Biologically Homogeneous (EBH) In this case, we take B̂ = 1⊗1,
and the heterogeneity of the model comes only from the density distribution of host and
vectors, and circulation patterns.

Circulation Only (CO) In this coarser parametrisation scope, one assume also that F̂ h = F̂ v =
1, and hence the only heterogeneity is due to circulation.

The choice of the modelling scope will depend on the data available to parametrise the models.
An approximation of the circulation matrix C can be usually obtained using data available from

transport authorities. The values of F̂ h are usually available from census information of the city,
F̂ v from mosquito infestation surveys that are usually periodically performed in cities where such
diseases are of concern—and this also the case for ζ̂. On the other hand, ω̂ will be only available
if sufficient medical data is available, and analogously µ̂v will be only available if there is sufficient
entomological data in the region. Finally, the parametrisation of the infectivity matrix is always a
challenge in epidemiological modelling [Eubank et al., 2004, Lawson and Leimich, 2000, Martens
et al., 1995].

In this work, we will focus on the EBH level of detail, although we also include some examples
in the BH scope. In the latter case, we offer a rationale to construct B̂ from a reduced set of
parameters. Namely, we consider two vectors η and ξ, and define

B̂ = η ⊗ ξ.

In this framework, η can be thought as a scaling vector taking into account the socio-economic
behaviour of the host (for instance) based on its patch of registration. This might include the fact
that hosts from well-informed patches will likely use repellent, appropriate clothes and avoid risky
behaviour. On the other hand, ξ is a scaling vector taking into account either the environment at
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the visited location or the local biting behaviour of mosquitoes. Finally, we point out that a similar
result for a system with a different infection force, and under additional hypothesis, can be found
in Alvim et al. [2013].

We want to finish this section showing that, if we are in the BH modelling scope, and if there are
no alternative blood sources, then one always have R̃0 ≤ R0. Moreover, under the CO modelling
scope, equality holds if C is bi-stochastic.

Theorem 3.2. Assume that A = 0, ω̂ = µ̂v = 1. Then we always have R0 ≥ R̃0. Moreover, if

F̂ h = F̂ v = 1, and B̂ = 1⊗ 1 then equality holds if C is bi-stochastic.

Proof. For a non-negative vector v, let us write v1/2 for the entry-wise square-root of v, and vT/2

for its transpose. Then a direct calculation shows that

F̂ h
T/2
L = F̂ v

T/2
.

Taking inner products we arrive at

‖F̂ v
1/2
‖22 = ‖F̂ v

1/2
‖2‖LT F̂ h

1/2
‖2

≤ ‖F̂ v
1/2
‖2‖F̂ h

1/2
‖2‖LT‖2

=≤ ‖F̂ v
1/2
‖2‖F̂ h

1/2
‖2σ1(L)

Now, we observe that

‖F̂ h
1/2
‖2 = ‖F̂ h‖1 = n and ‖F̂ v

1/2
‖2 = ‖F̂ v‖1 = n

Hence, we conclude that
σ1(L) ≥ 1,

and we obtain that R0 ≥ R̃0 as claimed.
If F̂ h = F̂ v = 1, and if C is bi-stochastic, then L = C and, since σ1(C) = 1, the result

follows.

3.3 Attacking ratio

In traditional empirical epidemiology, one of the ways to estimate R0 is to measure the so-called
attack ratio at the beginning of the epidemic, and then determine the exponential growth rate.
If one has a simple model such that an expression linking R0 to the most unstable eigenvalue is
available, then then one can translate a estimative of the disease growth rate into an estimative
of R0. It turns out that the model presented here allows for such an expression. We present a
proof within a very simplified setting, but we point out that it can be easily extended to the BH
modelling scope.

Proposition 3.1. Let us assume that we are in the EBH modelling scope—i.e. ω̂ = µ̂v = 1 and
B̂ = 1⊗ 1—and assume further that ζ̂ = 1. Let

c =
µv + µh + γh

2
, d = µv (µh + γh) (16)

Then the largest eigenvalue of the infected subsystem at the DFE is given by

− c+
√
c2 + d(R2

0 − 1) (17)

The proof is presented in AppendixA.
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3.4 Local R0 and curfew

If the patches were isolated, then we would have C = I, and in this case System (10) becomes n
disconnected Bailey-Ditz models. In this case, each patch would have its own local R0, and each
dynamics would evolve separately. In this situation, the natural question as to what happens when
circulation is “weak”, i.e., if the matrix C is sufficiently close to the identity. Within this view, an
appropriate measure of circulation strength might me given by ‖C − I‖, where ‖ · ‖ is some given
matrix norm. We will not digress on the possible choices of norm, but will instead introduce the
curfew path. Namely, if C is a circulation matrix, we define

Cs = (1− s)C + sI, s ∈ [0, 1] (18)

and we will say that s is the curfew strength. We have the following result:

Proposition 3.2. Assume that we are in the BH modelling scope. Then following holds:

1. If C = I, then each patch evolves independently with local basic reproductive number given
by

Rloc,i
0 = R̃0

√
N̄F v

i

V̄ F h
i

B̂ii.

2. If C = I, then we have
R0 = max

i=1,...,n
Rloc,i

0 ,

with Rloc,i
0 given above.

3. Consider the curfew path given by Equation (18), and let R0(s) be the basic reproduction
ratio, when the circulation matrix is given by Cs. Then

lim
s→1

R0(s) = max
i=1,...,n

Rloc,i
0 .

Proof. 1 follows from the fact that System (10) is diagonal when C = I, and the expression follows
from a straight direct computation. 2 follows immediately from the fact that when C = I, then L

is also diagonal, with entries given

√
N̄F v

i

V̄ F h
i

. Finally 3 is a consequence of the continuity of singular

values with respect to matrix entries.

Remark 3.4. Notice that any patch that connects the matrix C to the identity in the set of row
stochastic matrices can be used, provided it contains only irreducible matrices. The path given by
Equation (18) has the advantage of being both simple and to preserve the network topology for
0 ≤ s < 1. Notice also that Proposition 3.2 shows that maximum of Rloc,i

0 dominates the behaviour
of R0 if the circulation is weak. In particular, if this maximum is greater than one, then reducing
the circulation will eventually lead to a system with R0 > 1—example of this behaviour have been
found recently though simulations. We also point out that local R0 haven been already considered
in Alvim et al. [2013], Arino and van den Driessche [2003].
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3.5 Control

Assume that we are able to slay a fraction 0 ≤ α < 1 of mosquitoes. The next result gives a crude
lower bound on the reproduction numbers that can be achieved in such way.

Proposition 3.3. Let
0 ≤ α ≤ min

i=1,...,n
F v
i .

and let R̄0(α) the reproductive number obtained after slaying this fraction in some region i0. Then
R̄0(α) is a non-increasing function and we have(

1− α

F̂ v
i0

)1/2

R0 ≤ R̄0(α).

Proof. A direct calculation shows that

R̄0(α) = (1− α)1/2R̃0σ1(L̄), L̄ = Ldiag(F̄ v)1/2,

where

F̄ v =
1

1− α
(1, 1, . . . , 1− α

F̂ v
i0

, . . . , 1).

Using well-know bounds for the singular values of the product of two matrices [Horn and Johnson,
1991], namely

σ1(A)σn(B) ≤ σ1(AB) ≤ σ1(A)σ1(B),

we obtain that (
1− α

F v
i0

)1/2

R0 ≤ R̄0(α) ≤ R0.

This already yields the claimed lower bound. On the other hand, applying the upper bound to
R̄0(α) instead of R0 shows that R̄0(α) is non-increasing.

4 Results and discussion

4.1 A hypothetical City

The purpose of these examples is to illustrate how the epidemiological dynamics in a urban en-
vironment are sensitive to human circulation. Consider a hypothetical city divided into three
regions:

The city centre (Region 0) is where a large a number of inhabitants holds their jobs. It receives
a large flow from both Region 1 and 2; the outflow of the city centre is very small. Region 1 has a
significant outflow to the city centre, with a significant fraction of the inhabitants staying within
the region. Also, there is some small outflow to Region 2. Finally, Region 2 has a large outflow
to the city centre, and some outflow to Region 1. For the fraction of the population staying in
Region 3, we take two different scenarios: one where half of the population stays, and another
where about one third stays.

We consider two circulations matrices that fit the rationale above.
We also take A = 0, which is the correct modelling assumption for Aedes aegypti for instance.
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C1 =

 0.9 0.05 0.05
0.55 0.44 0.01
0.49 0.01 0.5

 C2 =

 0.9 0.05 0.05
0.5 0.45 0.05
0.55 0.1 0.35


Table 2: Two examples of circulation matrices which are consistent with the rationale of the
hypothetical city described in the text.

For the biological and epidemiological parameters, we follow Nishiura [2006] and take:

βv = 0.4, βh = 0.4, µh = 0.0000457, µv = 0.25, γh = 0.167. (19)

We then take the vector to host-ratio—the ratio
V̄

N̄
—such that R̃0 = 1. Therefore, if we use a

single patch model so as to disregard both circulation patterns and population heterogeneities, we
would conclude that we should be in a non-epidemic situation—although at a critical condition.
In the following we investigate the influence of non-uniformity and circulation within the BH and
EBH modelling scopes.

4.1.1 Non-uniformities and R0

We begin by considering the effects of host distribution heterogeneities, for a uniform distribution
of vectors. More specifically, we allow both host occupancy varies from 0.05 to 0.9 in the City
Centre, and Region 1—i.e. 1/3F̂h,i and 1/3 ˆFh,2. Hence the corresponding occupancy in Region 2 is

ˆ1/3Fh,3 = 1 − ˆ1/3Fh,1 − ˆ1/3Fh,2. These results are given in Figure 1. Notice also that A = 0, and
that we are either in the BH or EBH modelling scope. Hence Theorem 3.2 applies and we always
have R0 ≥ 1.

The dual problem of considering the effects of the vector distribution given a uniform distribu-
tion of hosts was also investigated and the results are displayed in Figure 2.

4.1.2 Anomalous R0 configurations and curfew

Definition 4.1. We will say that a configuration is anomalous if we have either

1. R0 < miniR
loc,i
0 ;

2. maxiR
loc,i
0 < R0

Remark 4.1. Notice that if we have F h = F v, then all local R0 are equal. Otherwise, we necessarily
have that

min
i
Rloc,i

0 < R̃0 < max
i
Rloc,i

0 .

Thus, when A = 0 and we are in the BH modelling scope, Theorem 3.2 applies, and situation (1)
cannot happen.

In the computations presented in Figures 1 and 2 the fraction of anomalous configuration varied
between 0 and 0.08. The existence of such anomalous configuration leads to the situation described
in the next result:
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(a) C1 (b) C2

(c) C1 (d) C2

Figure 1: Heat map of values R0 for different host densities, given a uniform vector density. Figures
(a) and (b) have B̂ = 1⊗1. For Figures (c) and (d) we took B̂ = 1⊗ (4 1 2)T . The x axis denotes
the fraction of hosts in the City Centre, while the y axis denotes the fraction of hosts in Region 1.
Notice also that in Figures (a) and (b), the dynamics given by C1 is more sensitive than the one
given by C2 to host distribution inhomogeneities, and that it leads to the largest amplification of
R0 for very skewed host distributions. On the other hand, for uniform hosts distributions C1 causes
essentially no amplification, while the amplification implied by C2 is more noticeable. For Figures
(c) and (d), C1 continues to yield the largest amplification, but now this is more noticeable only
for very skewed host distributions. On the other hand, the amplifications yielded by C2 continues
to less dependent on the host distribution.
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(a) C1 (b) C2

(c) C1 (d) C2

Figure 2: Heat map of values R0 for different vector densities, given an uniform host density. As
in Figure 1, Figures (a) and (b) have B̂ = 1 ⊗ 1, and C as indicated. For Figures (c) and (d),
we again took B̂ = 1 ⊗ (4 1 2)T . Similarly, the x axis denotes the fraction of vectors in the City
Centre, while the y axis denotes the fraction of vectors in Region 1. As in Figure 1, we have
that R0 ≥ 1 in Figures (a) and (b). Notice also that while C1 continues to yield the largest R0

amplification, the dependence on the host distribution is now more evenly spread. Also C2 is now
more sensitive to these variations, even if still leads to lower R0 amplification ratios.
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Proposition 4.1. For an anomalous configuration, there is an open interval I such that
V̄

N̄
∈ I,

we have
max
i
Rloc,i

0 < 1 < R0.

On the other hand, in an non-anomalous configuration where the maximum local R0 is above unity,
there are an open interval I such that

R0 < 1 < max
i
Rloc,i

0 .

Remark 4.2. The combination of Proposition 4.1 with Proposition 3.2 together with the statistics
of the computations performed yields an interesting picture:

1. In an anomalous configuration, a sufficient strong curfew will reduce R0 below unity;

2. For a non-anomolous configuration with a maximal local R0 above unity, but the global R0

below unity, a sufficient strong curfew will increase R0 above unity, thus worsening the situ-
ation.

Examples of these possibilities are given in Figure 3(a). However, notice that the behaviour of
R0 as a function of the curfew strength can be highly nonlinear, as indicated in the example in
Figure 3(b).

(a) (b)

Figure 3: (a) Behaviour of R0 for two different vector densities as a function of curfew strength,
i.e., by considering the circulation matrix Cs = (1 − s)C + sI. (b) Similarly, but with the vector
density given by F̂ v = (0.20.30.5)†. The minimum Rloc

0 is 0.906, and maximum is 1.384.
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4.1.3 Control

We now present a brief study on the effect of vector population reduction on the value of R0. For
a given elimination effort 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, we consider three different policies: the first and simplest one
is an uniform vector slay—the elimination effort is uniformly applied over the different regions;
the second policy is a proportional one, where the effort is applied according to the infestation
levels—this is equivalent to reduce R̃0 by (1− α)1/2; a region oriented one, where the elimination
effort targets first a certain region, and if the infestation in this region is eliminated, the remain
effort is spread uniformly in the other regions. The results of application of these three control
policies are shown in Figure 4.

4.2 Simulation with data from Rio de Janeiro

We modelled the dynamics of a new arbovirus introduced in the city of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil,
though System (10). Population data is available from the national census , while mosquito infes-
tation data was obtained in two steps: we first obtained the relative infestation from a periodical
report issued by the Brazilian Ministry of Health named Liraa (Levantamento de Índice Rápido de
Infestação por Aedes)—Aedes Infestation Fast Index. We then have to select a host-vector ratio in
order to have a fully determined vector population. Finally, the circulation matrix C was obtained
from data available from the transport authority of Rio .

The great metropolitan area of Rio was aggregated in 8 macro-regions: Centro, Sul, Norte,
Oeste, Baixada, Niterói, Magé, Itaguáı—Centre, South,North,West are regions within the City
of Rio, while the other comprise the great Metropolitan area of Rio de Janeiro, with most of
people living in these regions working in the City of Rio. We considered a 20% host-vector ratio
for this simulation, and used the biological parameters from Nishiura [2006]. The parameters
corresponding to such aggregation can be found in B. In this framework, we found

R̃0 = 0.875 and R0 = 2.566.

The local R0 are given in Table 3.

Region Centro Sul Norte Oeste Baixada Niterói Magé Itaguáı
Local R0 0.948 0.760 0.681 0.487 0.616 1.149 2.618 1.991

Table 3: Local R0 for the eight macro-regions considered in the simulation. Notice that the
configuration is non-anomalous.

For the dynamical simulation, the initial condition was a single infected human in the Niterói
region—for yet unaccounted reasons, almost all new infections arriving in Rio has the zeroth
patient in this region.

The aggregated data for susceptible and infected hosts is shown in Figure 5. The results broken
by region are presented in Figures 6 and 7. Notice that, although the initial infected patient arrives
in Niterói so to speak, this region only see an outbreak roughly eight months after its arrival. The
simulations also shows the delay in the outbreaks for the different regions

The final population distribution in terms of susceptible and recovered is shown in Figure 7.
Notice that in two years we have that about ten percent of the population have became ill at
some point. Notice also that the outbreak is confined to the Regions of Niterói, Magé, Itaguáıand
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 4: Control for the three different policies. The circulations matrices are C1 in the first
column, and C2 in the second one. The vector densities are constant through lines. First line is
(0.2 0.35 0.45); second line is (0.35 0.05 0.6); third line is the same as human density: (0.1 0.35
0.55). All other parameters as in Nishiura [2006]. Notice that (A) we have already a counter-
intuitive result: it is better to perform control in the rich area in this case. For (B) any control
should work while as for (C), (D) and (F) control in the poorer region is more effective. Finally,
in (E) proportional control is more efficient.
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(a) Susceptible hosts (b) Infected hosts

Figure 5: Aggregated data for susceptible and infected hosts.

Baixada. Notice also that while the first three are geographically contiguous, Baixada is quite
far—around 60km from Niterói, and even further from the other regions. Also, three other regions
that are geographically close—the Centre and the South districts barely notice the outbreak.

5 Conclusions

In this work, we have presented a careful multi-scaling derivation of a multi-group based on the
key assumptions that the hosts commute on a fast time-scale, whereas the vectors stay put. This
derivation shows explicitly how the circulation patterns enter into the multi-group structure . The
derivation is also based on an assumption of strong ergodicity of the migration urban dynamics.
While this choice allows for the derivation of the simplest model, it should be verified against real
data from urban dynamics.

For the computation of R0, we assumed also that the heterogeneities arrising in the infectivity
parameters are the same for both host-vector and vector-host transmission—a possible justification
for this particular parametrisation arises when these differences are related to biting behaviour. In
this framework, we introduce an auxiliary n×n matrix L which encodes all the information for the
model, and we obtain the result that R0 = R̃0σ1(L), where R̃0 is the classical basic reproductive
number for a single patch. This suggests that σ1(L) might be seen as a heterogeneous correction

to R̃0. Additionally, the matrix L is written as a product of matrices that represent the different
set of heterogeneities, and one can then consider different modelling scopes: full detail, biologically
homogeneous (BH), epidemiologically and biologically homogeneous (EBH), and Circulation Only
(CO).
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(a) Susceptible hosts

(b) Infected hosts (c) Infected vectors

Figure 6: Data for each of the eight regions. For the infected populations, the inset shows the
smallest populations outbreaks—this corresponds to the regions in the City, and the Metropolitan
area of Baixada.
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Figure 7: Epidemiological distribution at the end of the simulation. The number of infected is
quite small, and hence only susceptible and recovered are accounted for.

.
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We have also shown that in the BH modelling scope, the ”global” R0 is always bounded below
by R̃0. This might suggest that circulation is always worsening, but such a conclusion cannot
be made in a clear cut way. Indeed, within the BH and EBH modelling scopes, we studied the
dependence of R0 with respect to density distribution of hosts and vectors. In these computations,
some circulation patterns allowed to the existence of what we called anomalous configurations:
configurations for which R0 exceeds the maximal local R0—i.e. the R0 that one would obtain for
each region should this region be disconnected from the others. This can be thought as curfew
enforcement—which even in democratic societies can be encouraged through different measures.
For these anomalous configuration, we show that there might exist infestation levels for which
all local R0 are below unity, yet R0 is larger than unity. In this case, we showed that reducing
circulation is beneficial and a strong enough curfew will eventually bring R0 below one. On the
other hand, we observed that in the majority of the configurations, the opposite is true: a sufficient
reduction of circulation will increase R0, and there might be cases where R0 can be taken from
below unity to above. We have also numerically studied different control strategies. As expected,
a diverse range of heterogeneities patterns can lead to a corresponding diverse ordering of strategy
efficiency. It should be also pointed out that there will situations where the lower bound given by
Proposition 3.3 is not optimal. Further study of the model is needed in order to determine when
this bound yields optima or quasi-optimal results.

Finally, we have also presented a simulation with data from the city of Rio de Janeiro. On
one hand, this shows that the model can be effectively calibrated to real data, and that it has a
richer transient dynamics than the single patch models. Such an enriched dynamics might be more
compatible with the real data. On the other hand, much remains to be done in understanding this
transient dynamics..

A Proof of Proposition 3.1

The last three equations of System (11) are
Ṡh = diag(µh)(F h − Sh)− diag(Sh)(Bh ◦ C) diag−1(CTNh + A)Iv

İh = diag(Sh)(Bh ◦ C) diag−1(CTNh + A)Iv − diag(µh + γ)Ih

İv = diag(N v − Iv) diag−1(CTNh + A)(Bv ◦ C)T Ih − diag(µv)Iv

(20)

Recall that System (20) has (Fh, 0, 0) as an equilibrium— the disease free equilibrium (DFE).
Since we are considering the case where ζ̂ = 1, and B̂ = 1⊗ 1, ω̂ = 1, µ̂v = 1, the matrix L is

given by

L = diag(F̂ h)1/2C diag(F̂ v)1/2,

and the Jacobian of System (20) at the DFE can be written

J =


−µh diag(1) 0 −δ diag(F̂ h)C

0 −(µh + γh) diag(1) δ diag(F̂ h)C

0 α diag(F̂ v)CT −µv diag(1)

 , (21)

with δ =
N̄

n

(
N̄ + ā

n

)−1
b βh =

N̄

N̄ + ā
b βh and α =

V̄

N̄ + ā
b βv.
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Thus the spectrum of J is

σ(J) = {−µh} ∪ σ(Ĵ), Ĵ =

(
−(µh + γh) diag(1) δdiag(F̂ h)C

αdiag(F̂ v)CT −µv diag(1)

)
. (22)

The eigenvectors of the 2n × 2n matrix Ĵ have a very special structure that can used to
characterise local stability in terms of the uniform replication rate and the correction factor.
Instrumental for the proof will be the balanced interaction matrix L. Its core is the elementary
observation that Ĵ is similar to a Metzler matrix of the form(

−2p diag(1) qL
rLT −2s diag(1)

)
. (23)

Indeed, we have

Q−1 Ĵ Q =

(
−(µh + γh) diag(1) δL

αLT −µv diag(1)

)
with Q =

(
diag(F̂ h)1/2 0

0 diag(F̂ v)1/2

)
.

Let W a right singular vector of L associated to a nonzero singular value θ,

LTLW = θ2W. (24)

It is clear that Z = LW is a left singular vector, also nonzero,

LLTZ = θ2Z. (25)

Let us try the following Anstaz in the spectral equation:(
−2p diag(1) qL

rLT −2s, diag(1)

)(
ρLW

W

)
= λ

(
ρLW

W

)
(26)

which gives
−2pρLW + qLW = λρLW, rρLTLW − 2sW = λW

and hence two scalar equations

− pρ+ q = λρ, θ2rρ− s = λ. (27)

Eliminating λ we get a quadratic equation for ρ,

θ2rρ2 − 2(s− p)ρ− q = 0

hence
θ2rρ± = s− p±

√
(s− p)2 + θ2rq.

and
λ± = −(p+ s)±

√
(s− p)2 + θ2rq. (28)

Clearly the eigenvalues are real. The ones that correspond to the plus sign increase with θ.
The biggest eigenvalue is

λmax = −(p+ s) +

√
(s− p)2 + θ̂2rq
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where
θ̂ = σ1(L) (29)

is the highest singular value of L. We rewrite the expression inside the square root as

(s− p)2 + θ̂2rq = (p+ s)2 + θ̂2rq − 4ps.

Therefore,

λmax = −(p+ s) +

√
(p+ s)2 + θ̂2rq − 4ps (30)

λmax turns from negative to positive when the expression θ̂2rq − 4ps changes sign.

Thanks to relation (15), we have θ̂ =
R0

R̃0

. Thus θ̂2rq−4ps = 4ps(θ̂2
rq

4ps
−1) = 4ps(

R2
0

R̃0

2

rq

4ps
−1)

Finally, substituting into rq/4ps the values

r = α, q = δ, 2p = µh + γh, 2s = µv.

a “miracle” happens:
rq

4ps
=

αδ

µv(µh + γh)
= R̃0

2
. (31)

The expression (17) for the biggest eigenvalue of J follows from inserting (16) in (30). �

B Data from Rio de Janeiro

Human population

Region Centro Sul Norte Oeste Baixada Niterói Magé Itaguáı
Population 792486 640051 2265444 2285822 3088011 1400785 260854 233180

Vector population

Region # Centro Sul Norte Oeste Baixada Niterói Magé Itaguáı
Infestation 0.928 0.48 1.36 0.7 1.52 2.4 2.32 1.2

Circulaton Matrix

C =


0.732125236 0.070458027 0.111726895 0.050154829 0.019869121 0.015296169 0.000369723 0
0.222597887 0.712299489 0.023501252 0.035295625 0.00320287 0.003029446 0 7.34316E − 05
0.083882894 0.018216738 0.869539481 0.014608174 0.010300409 0.003318996 7.72476E − 05 5.60597E − 05
0.065137618 0.028101488 0.021037509 0.87320185 0.007269157 0.003050106 4.94352E − 05 0.002152836
0.07135564 0.020688398 0.033865164 0.017163799 0.851849621 0.002864951 0.0013805 0.000831927
0.064548093 0.013054109 0.006784767 0.002372241 0.001390649 0.911082 0 0.000768141
0.016484317 0.006248706 0.008568011 0.002273302 0.035958812 0.003427204 0.927039647 0
0.008135346 0.001938417 0.002101381 0.023561197 0.005403551 0 0 0.958860108
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